The effect of skill level matching in dyadic interaction on learning of a tracing task.
Dyadic interaction between humans has gained great research interest in the last years. The effects of factors that influence the interaction, as e.g. roles or skill level matching, are still not well understood. In this paper, we further investigated the effect of skill level matching between partners on learning of a visuo-motor task. Understanding the effect of skill level matching is crucial for applications in collaborative rehabilitation. Fifteen healthy participants were asked to trace a path while being subjected to a visuo-motor rotation (Novice). The Novices were paired with a partner, forming one of the three Dyad Types: a) haptic connection to another Novice, b) haptic connection to an Expert (no visuo-motor rotation), or c) no haptic. The intervention consisted of a Familiarization phase, followed by a Training phase, in which the Novices were learning the task in the respective Dyad Type, and a Test phase in which the learning was assessed (haptic connection removed, if any). Results suggest that learning of the task with a haptic connection to an Expert was least beneficial. However, during the Training phase the dyads comprising an Expert clearly outperformed the dyads with matched skill levels. The results point towards the same direction as previous findings in literature and can be explained by current motor-learning theories. Future work needs to corroborate these preliminary results.